EPIDEMICS—CHOLERA   AND   MALARIA
saved, and we must leave the poor fellow to carry on.
(As a matter of fact, he did carry on, and saved the lives
of every one of his family before he himself died and left
*them orphans. Now the mother is working a bit, and the
. children have a little—how little, but just enough—to live
on. There is more real bravery in some of these families
than ever won a Military Cross.)
Next door a fine strapping youth is laid low by the
disease, but hopeful; and a little persuasion will move
his old mother to give him the medicines properly, and a
rupee will enable her to get a bit of rice. She can eat the
rice and give him the water it was boiled in. But where
are the rest of the family ? They have fled, no one knows
. whither, to live perhaps in the open fields till the devil has
left their home. And so we go on from house to house,
leaving a bottle of medicine in each with brief instructions
for its use, in case any member of the family should be
attacked ; and always giving the first dose ourselves to any
case that is not beyond hope of recovery. Thirty-seven
cases in that village, three dead; fifteen died yesterday.
But we must go on, for we have just heard that there are a
lot of cases in another place only half a mile across the
fields. We are just leaving when our guide points to a
little hut made of coco-nut leaves, not much bigger than a
_ kennel.
" Any cases there ? "
" Yes, three or four."
" Why didn't you tell us about them before ? "
" Oh, they're only pariahs."
" Never mind ; they're human beings like ourselves."
We go in, while our guide stares open-eyed at such
unorthodox doctrine; and there on the mud floor are a
man and his wife and two children, all stark-naked, for
they cannot afford clothes ; all half starved, for the price
of rice is high, and very little work comes their way. Three
of them have cholera, the husband and the two children;
so with great difficulty (for she is so jungly that she hardly
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